
 

 
 
 

Procurement Guidance During COVID 19 Pandemic 
 
The Governor’s declarations in Executive Order 30 on March 13 waived strict requirements 
for purchasing under Title 39 for purchases related to the coronavirus and for general 
purchasing, too.  Most municipalities do not follow Title 39 for purchases but rather follow 
Title 38.  Local governments following Title 38 should continue to follow the strict purchasing 
laws and rules.   Executive Order 30 did not address Public Works under Title 38.  
  
The Governor’s additional measures in Executive Order 32, however, did address Title 38 
Public Works Bids, under which both state and local government agencies operate.  All 
required deadlines are suspended, meaning that no bids are due, and none can be 
opened.   Any required deadlines that fall during the emergency period are automatically 
extended until after the emergency ceases or upon further order from the governor.  An 
agency will have to issue an addendum re-establishing the deadlines when the emergency is 
lifted.  While the order does not specifically state that it applies to local government, Section 
9 of that order authorizes and directs political subdivisions to cooperate in the Governor’s 
ordered actions.   To avoid lawsuits, local governments should follow as directed.    
  
Does the order prevent local government from commencing a public works bid?  The answer 
is “no,” but firm, applicable deadlines cannot be set during this time.  An addendum would 
be required to notify of suspension of deadlines, then later on, to establish firm deadlines 
following the emergency period.  Additional advertisement in a paper would most likely be 
required as well.  In short, if a public works bid has been issued during the emergency 
declaration, then all delays are suspended.  An addendum should issue placing potential 
bidders on notice that deadlines will be extended.  Municipalities should not try to advertise 
or set deadlines until after April 13th.   
  
The best guidance is for local governments to proceed with public works bid preliminaries, 
and preliminarily set all projected deadlines after April 13 for planning and calendaring 
purposes, but delay publication until after April 13.  If the suspension continues after April 
13, then dates would be adjusted accordingly.    
 
It is not recommended that municipalities wait to create solicitations or that they suspend the 
performance of the required underlying work (such as specification writing and engineering) 
on sensitive projects related to crucial public infrastructure, utilities or facilities during the 
emergency.  This will only cause needless delays of projects and may put those who assist in 
these critical processes out of work, making them unavailable to assist when things gear back 
up following this emergency period. 
 
For additional information or for assistance with your procurement needs, please contact Paul 
Holmes, LaMATS Procurement Consultant, at paul@lamats.net or by telephone at (225) 678-
6107. 
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